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         Day 1         Introduction to Science and Bacteria          . 
 
As the lead, you will introduce yourself, your major, and your year at UCSB. Next proceed to 
ask the volunteers to introduce themselves as well, going through the same info. Start the 
class with the following question: 
 
“What do you guys know about bacteria?” If a student gives a good answer, praise 
him/her. If not, that is okay. Transition with the following text: 
 
“I have heard some great answers, we are know going to explore the classroom as 
individuals or in groups and complete the following crossword puzzle!” 
 
Around the room, will be stations that will give the kids a lot of info about bacteria and may 
have a small activity for the kids to observe or perform. Give the kids approximately 20 
minutes to complete this activity. 
 
 As the students are performing this activity, be sure to answer questions the students may 
have, but also set up materials at each table the students will be sitting at for the control 
experiment! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After everyone has finished the crossword, ask the students to divide into their respective 
groups and start the control experiment! Make sure that each student picks up a pair of 
gloves before they start the control experiment! 
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Control Experiment 20-25 minutes 
It is very important that none of the students ever touch the bacteria. The program will 
be in deep trouble if we accidentally cause an E.coli outbreak at the school we are 
currently working at!!! It is this part of the day that the volunteers need to be fully 
aware of what they are doing. This task should take approximately 20-25 minutes 
 
PLATING 
 
Objective: You will learn and practice how to plate agar plates with bacteria (E. coli).  
Materials: agar plate (1 per student), inoculation wand (1 per student), ethanol solution (1 
per table), E. coli sample (1 per student volunteer), sharpie (1 per student) 
Procedure: 
 

1. Take an agar plate. 
a. Label the bottom (side with agar) with a sharpie 
b. Example: Teacher, P___, Group ___, Experiment #, Date 

2. Take a plastic wand and dip the L-shaped side into the ethanol to 
sterilize the wand. Shake it gently to dry. 

3. The Lead/Volunteer will place a single drop of bacteria on to the 
plate. There will be a small vial with the bacteria for the volunteers 
to use with a small plastic pipette. It needs to be dipped in 
ethanol after use!!! 

4. Gently streak the bacteria onto the agar plate 4 times in a zig-zag pattern. 
5. Rotate plate 90o and streak another 4 streaks in a zig-zag 
6. Dip the inoculation wand into the ethanol to kill leftover bacteria 
7. Double check your labeling, then seal your petri dish with parafilm wax 
8. VOLUNTEERS: Take the completed petri dish to lead at the front of the class. Tape all 

your group’s Petri dishes for the day together.  
9. LEAD: Place the plates in an incubator @ 37 °C for ~16-20 hours. Return for analysis. 

  
*Tip: Be careful not to poke into the gel. Be consistent with your plating for valid results. 
*Tip: When plating, do not put your face too close the petri dish, it is possible that you may 
add more germs or germs may get on you. Both cases are not good. 

Variables 

Pick a few items from the materials list on the final 

page and explain whether the change in environment 

will positively or negatively affect the E. coli’s growth. 

Constants 

What are some constants in your experiment 

(variables that will not change in any trial)? 

 

See list on the final page of packet for a list of variables 

that your group can choose to create a new environment 

for the bacteria.  

● Amount of bacteria added  

● The amount of time the bacteria will be 

incubated (grow) 

● Size of agar plate and agar content  

It is very important that as the lead of the period, it is your responsibility to get the plates into 
the incubator and notify the coordinator or be willing to take the plates out of the incubator 
approximately 16 hours after they have been put in! 
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       Day 2       Control Analysis, Procedure, Classroom Swabbing  

 
Day 2 will be an exciting day for most students as it will be their very first time being exposed 
to colonies they grew on their plates. The main purpose of this exercise is to prepare the 
students for the real experiment. It is perfectly fine if they mess up on this experiment. 
 
To address the class at the beginning of the day, be sure to use the following speech: 
 
“Good morning/afternoon everyone! Are we excited to see what gross bacteria grew on 
your Petri dishes? I am too! Your volunteer is going to pass you your control plate and 
you are NOT going to take the lid off the plate! It is very important none of you get sick” 
 
As the volunteers pass out the petri dishes, ask the students some of the following questions to 
remind them of what they learned on the first day SciTrek was at their classroom: 
 
What is an observation? Any piece of information obtained using the five senses (Mostly 
sight today/ absolutely no touch or taste)! 
 
What do we call the one thing we change at a time during an experiment? Variable 
 
What are we not going to do when we get our plates!!!? Open the lids. 
 
Once all the plates have been passed out, ask the students to write down their initial 
observations of the plates, this could include the size of the colonies, the number of colonies, 
and the shape of the colonies! 
 

Analysis of Control Experiment 5-10 minutes 
 
Objective: Learn to analyze cell growth by determining percent coverage of the plate.  
 
Instructions: Draw your petri dish using the space provided below. Use the notes to make 
specific observations on what your E. coli cells looked like and where they grew. This may 
include size, shape, and color! This assignment should take approximately 5-10 minutes! 
 

       

NOTES 

      ________________________________________________________      

      ________________________________________________________ 

      ________________________________________________________  

            

 

Control Experiment 

Plate 
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After the students have finished with their analysis of the first experiment, they will each 
chose a variable from the materials list that will determine what will be made back at the lab 
for their experiment for the next two days we are in the classroom. This is the most critical 
part of today! Each of the volunteers will be collecting the variables of each of their students, 
but it is your job to collect all the information of the entire class and write it down. This info 
must be given to the people on the team that will be responsible for making plates! 
Below is a graph for you to write all the names of your students! This info must be collected 
during or after you the module is over. It is also important that you keep track of the groups. 
This detail will make sense later in the module! 
 

Name Variable 

1.  

2.  

3.   

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

17.  

18.  

19.  

20.  

21.  

22.  

23.  

24.  

25.  

26.  

27.  
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28.  

29.  

30.  

31.  

32.  

33.  

34.  

35.  

36.  

 
If possible, ask your current coordinator for a class roster to write in advance before the day 
starts. This will be a reward for those who read these packets. Please use the connections of 
the coordinators to your advantage  
 

Procedure 15-20 minutes 

Write the steps needed to perform your experiment. The experiment should be easy to 
replicate (use the exact words for what you are doing). Refer to page 4 to help you create a 
personalized procedure. Answer these questions with your procedure: 
 

1) What is that purpose of dipping the plastic swab in ethanol? 
2) What happens to the agar plate after it’s packaged? 

 
Experiment Title: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sample Procedure 
 
1. Take a fresh agar plate and label the lid of the plate with name date and period.  
2. Take the L-shaped inoculation wand and dip it in ethanol. Shake it to air dry. This makes the 
wand Sterile 
3. My lead will place a single drop of bacteria on to my plate. 
4. I will spread out the drop in a similar fashion to the control experiment rotate it 90 degrees 
and spread it out the same way.  
5. I will then dip the L-shaped spreader back into the ethanol. 
6. I will take a piece of parafilm, stretch it, and wrap it around the plate. I will then proceed to 
give it to my SciTrek volunteer who will give it to the lead 
 
I cannot express that the procedure needs to be done with a decent amount of time. This 
sample procedure should help guide you and the volunteers in the right direction for 
what the students should write down in their own lab notebooks. Before the students can 
move on to the next fun activity, their procedures need to be checked by the UC volunteer or you 
the lead. 
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Tables vs Door Handles 15-20 minutes 
 

This activity will give the students an opportunity to see bacteria at work in the world around 

them. They will each be given a plate and will follow the procedure below. It is important that 

you the lead make sure all the procedures are done before starting this activity. You will 

then show the students a sample of how the plate will be marked for the experiment to work 

properly! Since we will not be working with any heavily concentrated bacteria, it is okay for 

the students to not be wearing gloves during this activity.  

 

Procedure: 

• Take a clean Petri Dish and put your name, date, and period on the lid! 

• On the base of the Petri dish (the one with the yellowish gelatin), draw a horizontal 

line down the middle of the dish, splitting it into two sides 

• Take one of your sterile swabs under sterile conditions, lightly brush the sterile 

swab against a table. Then spread it on the T side of the plate shown in the picture 

below. 

• Repeat the same process except with a door handle (D) in the classroom! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• After you have used both sterile swabs, place the lid with your name, date, and 

period back on top the plate. 

• Use parafilm to make sure the plate stays closed and turn it in to your lead! 

 

Question: Which surface, table or door handle, will you think contain the most bacteria? 

Why do you think this is the case? 

The student needs to give a yes or no answer followed by their reasoning as to why they chose 

the table or the door handle as the surface with the most bacteria.                                                                                                                                                    

T D 
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        Day 3       Analysis to Swabbing and First Experiments  
 
Day three is where the real fun starts. As lead, you need to make sure that the students are 
following the procedures that they themselves designed with the approval of their UC 
volunteer. First, they will analyze the tables vs handles activity that they did at the end of the 
second day we were present. 
 
To start off class today, ask the following questions: 
 
“Show of hands, how many people think that more bacteria will grow on 
tables…handles? Be sure to use this opportunity to call on any of the students who seem a 
little aloof and ask them to explain their reasoning as they should have written down as the 
last question at the end of day 2. 
 
Ask the volunteers beforehand to pass out the bacterial plates as you are talking to the 
students. Before the students can look at the bacteria they grew, they must first put on gloves 
for the day as they will be working with bacteria. 
 
As the students are observing their tables vs handles activity, start asking the volunteers to 
distribute the materials necessary for the first experiment to take place. It is again of the 
upmost importance that both the volunteers and students are aware of what they will be 
doing during the first experiment of the module.  
 

Tables vs Door Handles Analysis 10-20 minutes 

 
Draw your bacteria! Based on your results, please record any immediate observations you 
make towards your plates and answer the following questions! 

 
Write down some initial observations (color, size, 

shape): 
 

                                                                             . 

                                                                             . 

                                                                             . 

                                                                             . 

Was your prediction correct? Which surface had more bacterial growth? 
                                                                                                                                                                                . 

T D 
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                                                                                                                                                                                . 

                                                                                                                                                                                . 

What does the bacteria look like? Does it look like a bunch of single dots or is it a big blob? 
                                                                                                                                                                                . 

                                                                                                                                                                                . 

                                                                                                                                                                                . 

Based on what you know about bacteria, can you explain the results of your plate? 
                                                                                                                                                                                . 

                                                                                                                                                                                . 

                                                                                                                                                                                . 

 
First Experiments 30-40 minutes 

 
Set up for experiment one needs to be done as the students are analyzing the tables vs handles 
activity and are answering questions. As the lead, you need to place a 50 mL beaker at every 
table that is half filled with ethanol. Be sure to explain to the students before they start that 
ethanol is unsafe to drink. 
 
“Now that we have finished our analysis of the fun activity, we are going to start our 
first experiment. In front of you is a bacterial plate that was made specifically for your 
experiment by a UCSB college student.”  
 
“In order to prevent contamination, or getting other bacteria on the plate, it is 
important that you do not breath directly on, talk with your neighbor, or cough or 
sneeze on the plates while the lids are off!” 
 
“Lastly, it is very important that you are following your procedure! Any missed step 
could possibly cause an E.coli outbreak. This will cause most of the students in the 
classroom to experience as I politely call it, explosive defecation.” 
 
It is important that each student and UC volunteer are aware that in the table below, they 
need to be writing the name associated with that plate and the variable that they have chosen 
to expose the bacteria with. It is highly recommended that the students do this before they 
start to plate bacteria! 
 
Objective: Perform an investigation on E. coli to determine what factors increase/decrease 
its growth using the procedure made on page 6. 
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Instructions: In the table below, write your name next to the plate identification (ex. Plate 
1A) and the variable that you will be testing! Go back to the procedure that you have made 
and follow it very carefully as you plate your bacteria out. Make sure the students are also 
recording their groups variables as well! 
 

Name/Plate                                 Variable  

Control:  
Volunteer name here 

No variable added 

Plate 1A: 
 

 

Plate 2A: 
 

 

Plate 3A: 
 

 

Plate 4A: 
 

 

Plate 5A: 
 

 

Plate 6A 
 

 

 

 

The students will then be asked to write their very own hypothesis. It is very important that 

you emphasize the students trying to use background knowledge from day one, or any other 

information they know to help write a hypothesis. In case the students forget how to write a 

hypothesis. Write this example on the board as they are plating out bacteria with their 

volunteers. “If I add more fertilizer to a plant, then I expect it to grow more than a plant 

growing without fertilizer.” It is important that the volunteers know the basic if, then 

hypothesis format; however, this is all the hypothesis needs to be composed of at this level. One 

last reminder: again, as lead, it is important that your class Petri dishes are well organized 

and are placed in and taken out of the incubator in the correct time frame! 
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         Day 4        Analysis of First and Start Second Experiments 

This will be the first time the students will be analyzing their very own plate. It is important 

that before the plates are touched, gloves need to be on the students. Today it is very 

important that you emphasize the importance of the control. Start off the class with the 

following dialogue: 

 

“Who can answer this question. How do we know if the material you added to the plate 

was harmful or beneficial to the bacteria’s growth?” 

 

If no one can answer this question, ask the students “Why did your UC volunteer make the 

Control plate?” 

 

Hopefully they can put this together and understand they need to reference the control their 

UC volunteer made in order to see if the bacteria was benefitted or harmed with the new 

substance in the environment. 

 
After the students have finished their analysis of their first experiment, it is important that 
they answer the questions after analysis before they move on to prepping for experiment two! 
 

 
 
 

Analysis of the First Experiment 10-15 minutes 
 
Instructions: Draw the plates below, then determine percent coverage of for each plate 
and fill out the table below. (Refer to laminate for percent coverage). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

     Control               Your Plate 
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Experiment Condition/Variable % of Plate Covered 

Control: 

Volunteer name here 

No Changing Variable 

0 grams added 
 

Plate 1A: 

 
  

Plate 2A: 

 
  

Plate 3A: 

 
  

Plate 4A: 

 
  

Plate 5A: 

 
  

Plate 6A: 

 
  

 

Analysis Questions 
 

1. Compared to the control plates, did anything change about the bacteria on your 
experimental plates? How is it different to the control group? Be sure to note which 
variable you tested, percent coverage, your control, and anything that could have gone 
wrong with the experiment.  

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

2. Compare the results you got with your unique hypothesis. Was your hypothesis 

correct? How so? What evidence do you have that supports your hypothesis? Do you 

think only one plate is enough data to prove your hypothesis? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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It is very important that the students have answered all the questions after analyzing their 

previous experiment. These questions may give them helpful insight as how to approach their 

next experiment. 

 

Again, make sure the students are working with their procedures close at hand. Each 

table needs to have a beaker of ethanol to ensure sterilization. Be sure that both the students 

and volunteers fully acknowledge that they are working with bacteria 

 

Second Experiments 25-30 minutes 

Objective: Perform an investigation on E. coli to determine what factors increase/decrease 
its growth. Don’t write a procedure for this but refer to page 5 to help you if necessary. 
 
Instructions: Choose two experimental variables that you would like to test in the table. 
Examples of possible variables include can be found on the Materials page. 
 
 

Experiment #2 

Control:  
Volunteer name here 

No variable added 

Plate 1B: 
 

 

Plate 2B: 
 

 

Plate 3B: 
 

 

Plate 4B: 
 

 

Plate 5B: 
 

 

Plate 6B: 
 

 

Now that the students have already experienced their first experiment, after plating out their 

second, advise the students write another hypothesis. This time, the students need to explain 

why they think their hypothesis/prediction will come true. This could be supported by 

evidence of the first experiment or just background knowledge they may have. 
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Now that you have chosen your variable, it is time to write your own personalized 

hypothesis. If you are having any trouble writing down your hypothesis, look at page 8 to 

help you out! Now that you’ve already been through an experiment, I want you to provide a 

reason why you think your variable will positively/negatively affect bacteria growth. 

                                                                                                                                                                                . 

                                                                                                                                                      . 

                                                                                                                                                      . 
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          Day 5         Analysis of Second Experiment                      . 

By this time, the students should be familiar with what is going on. Make sure that they all are 
wearing gloves before they start analyzing their second experiment. Day 5 is a bit weird because 
the students will move on to day six after analyzing their second experiment plates. As the lead, 
make sure the volunteers don’t stop at just the end of day 5. Ask the entire class to move on to 
the next section and start recording data begin conclusions. 
 
Instructions: Draw the plates below, then determine percent coverage of for each plate 
(refer to laminate to determine % coverage) 
  
 

Experiment Condition % of Plate Covered 

Control: 
Volunteer Name 

No Variable Change  

Plate 1B:   

Plate 2B:   

Plate 3B:   

Plate 4B:   

Plate 5B:   

Plate 6B:   

 
Compared to the control plates, did anything change about the bacteria on your 
experimental plates? How did it change? Be sure to refer to your variable tested, total 
number of colonies, your control, and any sources of error in your answer.  
 
 

After the students have finished analyzing their second experiment, they should get 
started on day 6 work. 

 

  

     Control                                       Your Plate 
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          Day 6          Conclusions and Presentation                       . 
 
Instructions: Gather the data from all your experiments to fill in the table below. 
 

Experiment Variables % of Coverage on Plate 

Bacteria Control (average) No Change in Variable  

1A   

2A   

3A   

4A   

5A   

6A   

1B   

2B   

3B   

4B   

5B   

6B   

 
 
 
 
Graphing 
 
Use the table on the next page to graph your results. Once you finish graphing, answer the 
questions below.  
 
Analysis questions 
According to your data, are there any patterns or trends that you observe? Cite specific data 
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using the table a graph above. 

Compared to the control,variable(s) ____ increased/decreased bacterial growth. (Repeat 

sentence structure until all variables are talked about)  OR  

Compared to the control, all of the variables increased/decreased. In the graph, the percent 

coverage of the variables are higher/lower than the control. 

Why is it important to compare your experiments to the control? 

It is important to have a control, a plate that does not undergo changes, so that we have 

something to compare the experimental plates to. This helps us identify what specific 

variables caused specific changes in percent coverage/bacterial growth. 

What experiment had the most colonies compared to the control? Why do you think there 

were more colonies in that experiment? 

Experiment ____ had the most colonies/growth of bacteria compared to the control. I think 

there were more colonies in this experiment because… 

●  The bacteria had more food to eat (so they were able to grow more) 

●  Adding the treatment helped better the bacteria’s environment  

OR 

None of the experiments had more colonies compared to the control 

If you have a plate that has less organisms than the control, what do you think happened? 

If their variables do not show any improvement compared to the controls, have them analyze 

this. 

None of the experiments showed greater percent coverage compared to the control. I think 

this happened because… 

●  The bacteria did not like the food we gave them 

●  The bacteria’s environment was limited by the variables (something in the food 

prevented their growth) 

●  The bacteria prefer to eat the agar over the variables we applied to them 
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GRAPHING 
 

Graph: Using graphs is a way that scientists analyze their data. Bar graphs are a type of 

graph that is used to make comparisons between different variables.  

 

Make a bar graph that includes all 4 experiments and controls. Include a key/legend. Keep 

in mind the SULTAN acronym of things to include: Scale, Units, Labels, Title, axis, Neatness 

 

Here are some questions to ask yourself: 

●  What is the independent variable? What did we change? What did we control? 

●  What is the dependent variable? What did we measure? 

●  Why is the y-axis only labelled up to 100? 
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PRESENTATIONS 

It’s time to put everything together in a presentation. You will be presenting your posters 

to the rest of the class as if they have never done the experiment, so make sure to be 

specific. SciTrek leads will show you an example. 

 
Use the space below to brainstorm your presentations. Here are some things we suggest to 
include: 
 
Title (Question):  

1. What affects the growth of E. Coli bacteria? 

2. Does (insert variable here) affect the growth of E. Coli bacteria? 

 

Titles can range amongst groups, the key thing to include here is the organism we are 

testing on (E. Coli) and what we are trying to observe (the growth of bacteria). 

 

Hypothesis: What did your group predict will happen to the experimental plates? 

I believe that adding _____________ would increase/decrease the growth of bacteria. 

Repeat this statement for all variables. 

Materials: Make a list of all of the materials that you used during your experiment 

●  Inoculation wand 

●  Ethanol 

●  Petri dish 

●  Parafilm wax 

●  E. Coli bacteria 

●  Gloves 

●  Sharpie 

 

Procedure/Methods: Refer to the procedure from the procedure page for help 

 

Data/Results: Include percentages, charts, graphs, etc. 

Make sure to include: 

●  Final table with all of the control and variables (found in the conclusion day) 

●  SULTAN graph that was made on the day before 

 

Conclusion: 2-3 sentences summarizing your findings 

From our data, we found that (variable) increases/decreases bacterial growth because 

(insert reason here). This shows us that E. Coli did/did not benefit from (variable), which 

tells us that the treatment was/was not helpful to the bacteria. 

 

Real World Applications of the Experiment 

Understanding how certain things help/hinder E. Coli growth can give us a better 

understanding of how these types organisms benefit (or not) from our world and how we 

can work to control or monitor their our interactions with them. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O_Baxq3o3_iuslJ1c5LdISVWbCbWByjCeVKyOZl8948/edit?usp=sharing
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ACTIVITY # 1: GERMS REVIEW 

Label the model of an E. coli cell below:

 

Word Bank 
 

● Cell Membrane(5) 
● DNA (3) 
● Ribosome (1) 
● Cell Wall (2) 
● Pili (4) 
● Plasmid (6) 
● Flagella (7) 

 

What are positive and negative roles that the Germs play in our world: 

 

What benefits do we get from them? 

 

● Convert dead organisms into usable 

forms 

● Nitrogen Fixation 

● Help with Digestion 

● Photosynthesis 

● Allow us to make medical drugs at a 

large scale 

 

 

What problems do they cause for humans? 

 

●  Cause pathogenic diseases  

●  Spoil food 

●  Create toxic byproducts 

 
 

ACTIVITY #2: MOTH MADNESS 
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Have you ever thought how dogs like a chihuahua or a labrador retriever could all come 
from a wolf? Or how all the different colors of rose flowers could have come from the same 
type of original rose plant?  
 
An example of this occurred in Europe 200 years ago when a white moth was observed to 
land on white barked trees, but once black moths landed on these trees they were 
immediately eaten by birds (why do you think the black moth had this problem?). Then 
factories polluted the air and the tree bark turned black. Guess what? Now all the white 
moths were eaten by the birds, and the black moths lived. Why was that? Guess what 
happened to the survival of white and black moths when they got rid of the factories? 
 

This activity is based on this original moth story. One person will spread 30 white circles 

and 30 newspapers on a white background. The “predator” will then pick up as many 

circles as they can in 30 seconds, using forceps. The numbers that are left are doubled to 

represent the next generation. This will then be repeated with the newspaper background.  

 
White Background: 
 

 Starting Population Final Populations 

Generation Newspaper White Newspaper White 

1 30 30 19 12 

2 36 24   

3     

4     

 
Newspaper Background: 
 

 Starting Population Final Populations 

Generation Newspaper White Newspaper White 

1 30 30   

2     

3     
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4     

 
●  For both types of paper, the Final Population of Generation 1 times 2 becomes the 

Starting population of Generation 2 (See example above). 

●  If you need to consolidate the groups, then 2 groups can go on the same paper 

“environment” and have them still follow the same time guidelines. 

●  Change the student that picks the moths out during each generation. This will 

simulate the changing behavior of a predator in the environment. If you are having 

trouble explaining this, use the following quote: 

○ “We changed the ‘predator’ after every generation because the predator 

changes over time, each one has its own habits. Think about how some people 

order a hamburger: some people don’t like onions, some people don’t like 

pickle, some people order extra pickle. Everyone has their own eating habits, 

so do predators”.  

●  If the students get all 30 of one color, then the experiment will “end”. When this 

happens: 

○ Tell the students that the color has gone “extinct” because it was unfit to 

survive on that paper. This is anecdotal to an organism being unfit to live in its 

environment. Expect questions along the lines of 

■  “How will the extinct color come back?” 

●  The remaining color can go through a mutation and bring back 

the other color.  

■  “What if the white paper turned into the newspaper and then back to 

white paper?” 

●  Then the population of moths would change when the 

environment changes. This is why there are often a lot of colors 

of animals so they can survive a change in environment. 

○ Have the student go through the following thought experiment. Ask them 

which of the two animals they expect to go extinct in the following situations: 

■  A white rabbit and a black rabbit in the snow running away from a 

predator? 
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■  Giraffe(say 3 meters) and antelope (say 1 meter) Giraffe trying to get 

leaves from a 0.5 meter tree? 

■  A bacterium that can eat really fast but needs to eat a lot and a bacteria 

that eats slowly but does not need very much food.  

Questions: 
  
Which circles survived more on the white background? What about on the newspaper 
background?  
 

●  On the white background, the white moth had more surviving organisms at the end 
of Generation 4. 

●  On the newspaper background, the newspaper moth had more surviving organisms 
at the end of Generation 4.  

 
Why was the moth changing color an advantage?  
 
The moth changing color was an advantage because it gave them camouflage in their 
environment that hide them from predators. If the moth survived the predator, it was able 
to reproduce and double for the next generation, meaning that its appearance had more of 
a presence.  
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ACTIVITY #3: DARWIN’S FINCHES 
 
The SciTrek team will guide you through a fun interactive activity where you will observe 
how a natural disaster can lead to evolution through natural selection. 
 
Directions for teachers and student volunteers: 
Have the students chose the “beak” they wish to use before you read out the directions. If the 
kids read the directions first, they will probably fight for the spoon. Make the students read 
out the directions and have a different student read each part. This activity should last for 
about 15 - 20 minutes. When the students have finished the activity, lead a group discussion to 
finish the questions below the data table. 
 
How the usual graph should look like 

Beaks 
(Tools) 

Generation 1 Generation 2 Generation 3 Generation 4 Generation 5 

Spoon X X X X X 

Fork X X X X Extinct 

Forceps X X X Extinct  

Tweezers X X Extinct   

Chopsticks X Extinct    

 
Questions: 
 

1. What bird beak survived the most generations? Why? 
 
In most cases, the spoon will win and the only contender that could possibly beat the spoon is 
the fork. If this is the case, we will have forks to give to the kids that have the first group that 
goes extinct  
 

2. What happened for there to be only one type of seed available for a diverse group of 
birds? 

 
If the students are confused by this question, ask them to refer to the scenario. If they are still 
confused by this question, ask them a question like, “what if there was only one seed left in an 
environment and the only bird species who have X beak could eat it? What would happen to 
the birds with different beaks?” 
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3. Create a scenario in which your beak would be the most evolutionarily favored (if 
your beak survived all the generations, state why this occurred) 

 
This question exists so the students do not copy off of each other. Make sure the students 
design an environmental setting that would give their “beak” and advantage over the over. 
For example, the chopsticks have the traits of picking up one seed at a time and can picking 
up seeds that are much larger than the other small tweezers and forceps. So a scenario that 
would favor the chopsticks is an environment is one where the seeds are extremely large and 
can only be picked up one at a time. Be creative! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY #4: WHICH BIRD IS BEST?  

Simulation Game: Work in a group to design birds and see whether they survive natural 
selection 
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Bird 1 Bird 2 Bird 3 
 

Plumage: 
 
Body Size:  
 
Beak:   

Plumage: 
 
Body Size:  
 
Beak:   

Plumage: 
 
Body Size:  
 
Beak:   

 
Press continue and move through the environment. Look on the right side of the screen to 
take note of the environmental conditions.  
 

Seeds  

Insects  

Nectar  

Predators  

Foliage  

 
 
Allow the simulation to run and write down how many birds are alive at each of the 
following years:  

Years Passed Bird 1 numbers Bird 2 Numbers Bird 3 Numbers 

0 300 300 300 

50,000    

100,000    

150,000    

200,000    

250,000    

300,000    

350,000    

400,000    

450,000    
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500,000    

 

Questions: 

Did any of your birds go extinct? If so, why? 

Answers will vary depending on what the computer generates and the birds that the 

students created. We are looking for answers along the lines of: 

●  Beak X was eliminated because the bird could not get enough food because the food 

was to big/small for the beak. 

●  Plunge Y was eliminated because the bird was easily spotted in the environment and 

predators could easily spot them.  

One outcome hard to explain is if a chance event wipes a significant portion of the 

population out to a point where they cannot recover. SciTrek is not focusing a great deal on 

these events such as Bottleneck or Founders, but if the students do point these out, they are 

plausible answers.  

Look at your final birds. Do any of them look different than they originally did? If so, why? 

The students should observe that there is a significant change in the original bird. They 

should point out that the changes relate to how the environment changes both with what 

type of food is available (beak) and what the environment looks like (plumage).  

What traits do you think were best for this environment? 

This answer will vary from class to class because the results are randomly generated. For 

traits best suited for the environment, the student should take into account only the final 

generation and the resources/environment are left with. Beak size should reflect what type 

of food source is most abundant and plumage should reflect  
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ACTIVITY #5: MEGAPLATE 

Video: Watch the video while taking notes. Answer questions about bacteria developing 

antibacterial resistance. Be ready, the video is about 2 min. 

In the table below, label the antibacterial strength of the megaplate. 

 
 

 

0 
 
 
 

 
 

 

1 

 
 

 

10 
 
 
 

 
 

 

100 

 
 

 

1000 
 
 
 

 
 

 

100 

 
 

 

10 
 
 
 

 
 

 

1 

 
 

 

0 
 

 

Make observations on the video below: 

Hopefully, the students write some quick notes here on the video. It’s only a 2 min video. 

 

 

 

Did the bacteria eventually migrate to the highest strength antibacterial band? What is this 

process called? 

Yes. This is antibacterial resistance. If the students have difficulty figuring out, just tell 

them it’s called antibacterial resistance 

What allowed the bacteria to move to the next band of antibacterial strength? 

A mutation that allowed the bacteria to live in the next level of antibacterial strength. Try to 

lead the students to see how the process can happen in a gradual fashion, from 0 to 1, 1 to 

10, etc.  

At the end of the video, what does each dot and line show?  

Each dot shows a different mutation that ultimately allows the bacteria to live in the 

antibacterial material. The lines connect and show the progression of the mutations as it 

goes into higher strengths. If the lines split from one dot, then that means that there were 
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two different mutations that allowed bacteria to live in antibacterial strengths. 

 

 

VOCABULARY 
 

● Agar plate: a clear plastic dish and top filled with a few ounces of gel like 

material on which bacteria can be grown (this is called "streaking" the 

bacteria). The material is called "agar" and comes from seaweed. Growing 

bacteria on an agar plate is called "culturing" bacteria.  

● Ampicillin: an antibacterial that will kill any bacteria. If you have ever had an 

ear infection and gotten the pink bubblegum medicine from your doctor that 

is what this is. This is one example of many antibiotics, and one of the first 

ever discovered. There are many better ones used now.  

● Antibiotic ★: a compound that blocks the growth and reproduction of some 

bacteria but not animals or plants. 

● Antibiotic resistance ★: the ability of bacteria to no longer be killed by an 

antibiotic drug. This happens through the evolution of the ability to avoid the 

action of the drug. 

●  Bacteria: single-celled organism that can be spherical, spiral, or rod shaped. 

They do not have a nucleus or other membrane-bound organelles 

●  Colonies: a large group of bacteria or yeast which is visible to the naked eye 

● Control: a variable that purposely is not changed during an experiment  

● Controlled experiment: when only one variable is changed at a time in order 

to isolate the results that came from specific changes. 

● Fluconazole: a drug that kills certain eukaryotic cells (cells like yours and 

that of a fungus like yeast). The difference is that animal cell membranes are 

different from those found in a fungus like yeast, and Flucanoazole only 

harms fungus cells and leaves your cells alone. Cool! 

●  Probiotic: A bacteria or yeast (fungus) that has benefit to a person if they 

have it, or eat it. You have bacteria growing in your intestines which are 

beneficial to you. Eating yogurt provides probiotic bacteria. 

●  Sterile: clean of any germs. We will be using the chemical ethanol to sterile 

our materials during the experiment 

●  Streak: spreading the bacteria onto an agar plate in a zig-zag formation 

●  Variable: any item, factor, or condition that can be controlled or changed 
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MATERIALS LIST 

Variable OPTIONS 

 

“Antibiotics” Supplements Fun Stuff 

●  Garlic 
●  Ginger 
●  Echinacea (drops) 
●  Oregano 
●  Turmeric 
●  Lemon 

●  Vitamin C 
●  Caffeine 
●  Protein Powder 

●  Chili Powder 
●  Protein Powder 
●  Sugar white/brown 
●  Coffee 
●  Cocoa Powder 
●  Baking Soda 
●  Flour 
●  Gatorade powder 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


